PROVEN STOLL TECHNOLOGY WITH:

- EKC Control generation
- 30" working width
- Yarn carriers: 8 normal, 4 plating
- 2 USB ports
- 3 knit systems
- Gauge: E7.2
- Belt take-down
- Supply voltage: single phase (AC 230V +/-10%)
- Friction feed wheels and other feeder options

YOUR BENEFITS

+ Cost effective
+ Reliable and durable
+ Outperforming
+ Perfect for the making of shoe uppers and other 3D shaped accessories
+ Space-saving

CMS 303 ki B TT sport
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This compact, cost-effective and space-saving STOLL machine is adapted to your production requirements.

With a working width of 30 inches (76 cm), three fully functional knitting systems, 8 normal and 4 plating yarn carriers this machine is specially suited for the demands of knitting companies supplying in the shoe and textile based accessories sector.

The CMS 303 ki B TT sport offers a knitting variety for 2 to 3D shoe upper formations to be enhanced by techniques such as plating, jacquard, pointel, wave motives and other intriguing structures. Plating with extra yarn add-ons can influence stretch and stability performances as well as color schemes.

Due to the well chosen composition of machine components by STOLL, the machine is laid out for an optimum in shape creation, production and design in the designated sector.